
157 SKI TEAM -
SKIGO partner and sole waxes supplier

Skigo has in recent years developed its fields to the absolute hig-
hest level. Skigo and Christer Majbäck’s development and testing 
work is solid and we know that we get the absolute best courses 
under the skis. That’s something we’re in 157 Ski Team really puts 
a high value on.

  Another thing we really appreciate with the cooperation is the 
proximity of Skigo’s development work. We feel we are deve-
loping and developing the fields to make the waxes  even better.

The beginning of the season has really shown us that Skigo is on 
the right track with its new series and it feels really safe to bring 
in during the winter.

Anton Järnberg, Sports Manager Stock 157 Ski Team
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SCREW BASKET -
NOW A REALITY IN THE Nebuloses Range
The new characteristic color of the Screwbasket is another sign of 
the ”red thread” introduced by the company.

The Basket has an adapter available in both 8mm and 10mm (sit-
ting on all new rods from Vasa and upwards). You choose from 
Race, Medium and Snow Basket.

In addition, there is a roller 
basket.

The full range is complete in 
the stores from spring 2018, 
which means maximum 
flexibility!

Everything in the classic  
color Helium Blue!

NEBULOSES RANGE -
premiere at the Olympic Games.
Some parts completely new constructed.

To the 17/18 season we will launch a 
whole new range! Both design and some 
construction have evolved and the rods 
have got a whole new meaning in modern 
skiing!

You can find the rank on our website, whe-
re you can read more about the respective 
rods. Some models of the more expensive 
have got new fibers of carbon fibers, and 
someone has been strengthened! All work 
was done to find an optimized pendulum, 
low weight and a relevant rigidity!

We feel we managed well, and the rank 
is also marketable in the tracks. The new 
screwbasket has finally finished (3 different 
to choose from) and of course we have 
our extremely popular” BOA” strap in the 
handle. The new 1.0 will be a ”bomber”

ENVIRONMENTAL
We are heading for a future with more and 
more restrictions on Fluor in the fields and 
it is not possible to make a day of manu-
facture without Christer and his men being 
faced with questions in new molecular 
chains and mixtures.

We are on track and are very well ahead 
and when the authorities say it is time to 
start the settlement, SKIGO is one of the 
best-equipped companies.

Today we have materials around the world 
at selected teams and people to test so that 
the material works in all snow types!

We are safe in this phase at work and look 
forward with confidence.

”There are more challenges than this in 
development, but I keep it for myself so 
long,” says Christer Majbäck.
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A bet that really went home!
Many people learn that SKIGO belongs to one of the major 
players in the WC, Long distance VISMA, national team and 
team, worldwide as a supplier at Valla and accessories. To a 
certain extent, a range of special products. Many products have 
been around for a while - but now they are available from the 
17/18 winter in all PRO CENTER. You can tell SKIGO’s specialist 
stores!

Now, SKIGO will take this to other countries and take special 
attention to stores like this with CrossCountry around Europe! In 
addition to this, the new range of poles with very nice look and 
new thinking in construction now comes!

VASALOPPET 2018

The effort on Vasa-week has never been so important to us as this 
year. Together with the Lager 157 Ski Team, we will run a service 
in both Mora and Sälen to wax skis to those who want the same 
quality as the team has during their racing skis. A lot of multico-
lored ski figures will be in the scenes to ensure that the customer 
gets the best possible and a nice trip to Mora.

Much else will be found at Mora and Sälen service centers, when 
several of 157 stock sponsors entertain themselves with coffee. 
“White Room” will be built up.

Read more at: https://www.skigo.se/vallaservice-vasalop-
pet-2018/

Check out our new website - skigo.se
   Follow us on:

SKIGO - Leading supplier of  
roller skis.
Skigo AB has signed a new 4 year contract with ALLIANSLOP-
PET and will be the official supplier to the elite skiers. A job that 
commits and requires good products and good organization. 
Several news The Alliance race will be presented and many will 
understand that SKIGO is entering a new era!

At the same time, we will be an important player with the ma-
terial for KLARÄLVSLOPPET as in the previous year. Here too, 
SKIGO will be involved in developing and shaping many news 
that will attract new participants - maybe a real ”folk race” as it 
seems today.

  WE ARE PROUD THAT THIS RACE CHOOSE TO

  COOPERATE AND REVIEW SKIGO!

Powder Iron and  
MIRACEL - Scraper
The season 17/18 is planned and we make sure accessories are 
happening to the next season. A new Powder iron with ”thick 
sole” will come into the assortment. This will complement our 
range of products that have been selling successes so many se-
asons! The new one is expected to cost about: 220 EUR in store!

A miracle scraper in 5mm polished acrylic with diamond grin-
ding in Microscopic diagonal!

A slip method that turns out to change wear resistance on many 
different tools. NOW ON SKIGO!

Now we release  
”LIQUID PARAFFIN”
Which will be unique in their group! The wear and tear we can 
offer on these liquid paraffins is unique! In addition, we have 
done it very easily with Warm / Cold and Universal in both  XC, 
LF and HF. The test job has been done now for 1.5 years and now 
we ”release” the products to you so you can test yourself. Already 
in stock!


